A WHOLE
NEW WORLD
William E. Stuble, Design20FIRST LLC, discusses
a paradigm shift in rotary equipment.

O

ne of the many remarkable
inventions of the 19th Century
was the rotary kiln. The
processing of solid materials
continuously in a sloped rotating steel
cylinder, as opposed to batch processing in
a static vessel, was a great leap forward.
It has been so successful that the basic
technology of cast steel tyres (riding rings)
encompassing a rotating cylinder riding
on steel trunnions (rollers) and driven by
a pinion and girth gear mechanism has
not changed much since the early models.
However, this system is burdensome to

construct and challenging to maintain
and operate. A plethora of patents have
attempted to solve the problems and reduce
costs but most of those have not achieved
commercial success. Many operators have
gravitated to alternative equipment, such as
fluidised beds and vertical shaft kilns, which
have their own problems and, in particular,
energy penalties.
In the meantime, an entire industry
has sprung up around the business of
rotary kiln alignment and repair. Many kiln
manufacturers have capitalised on this and
offer kiln repair field services.

A new approach

Design20FIRST LLC was granted US patent
948,238,384 which usurps the traditional rotary
equipment system. The expensive and unwieldy
one-piece cast steel tyres are replaced by
two-piece precision rolled steel rails arranged
in discrete pairs. The trunnion is replaced by a
pair of flanged steel wheels on a common axle
that mates with the steel rails and comprises a
friction drive module similar to those found on
railroad locomotives. The paired steel wheels are
computer controlled and hydraulically skewed to
provide continuous alignment and drive the steel
rails. The pinion and girth gears are eliminated.
Continuous and nearly instantaneous
alignment of the drive wheels is one of the

paradigm shifts, while elimination of the pinion
and girth gears gets rid of the cumbersome
alignment and maintenance attention of those
components. Thrust rollers, which are supposed
to safeguard against misalignment accidents,
are also eliminated, as is trunnion/tyre graphite
block lubrication.
Figures 1, 2, and 3 illustrate the overall
system configuration.
The key facets of this new approach include
compactness, interchangeability, modularity,
reduced downtime, ease of parts replacement,
more precision alignment and position control
with less maintenance attention, higher and
variable operating speeds, and variable slope.
For rotary equipment, this is a new world
of computer control and fast-track, small,
off‑the‑shelf, and easily transportable
components and modules.

Process advantages

Figure 1. Multiple and redundant drive modules,
typical ground level configuration.

The advanced continuous control of this system
enables variable slope and speed, which can
lead to an improvement in product quality,
energy efficiency, emissions control, and rapid
response to changing feedstock.

Mechanical advantages

The old one-piece cast steel tyres have
inherent limitations on cylinder diameter,
length, slope, load bearing, and rotational
speed. The dynamics and configuration of
the Design20FIRST rotating cylinder will
take advantage of 21st Century robotics and
digitalisation.
The improved active alignment control also
lends itself to coping with the chronic problems
of load changes, thermal expansion, cylinder
distortions, and foundation movements. The old
alignment procedure was typically:

Figure 2. Compact drive module mated to split
rails encompassing rotating cylinder.

Figure 3. Hydraulic support and suspension –
hydraulic pistons are guided on sliding plates.

1. Assess alignment status, including the
position of tyres on the trunnion and full face
contact.
2. Loosen the trunnion bearing pillow block;
manually turn the large adjustment screws.
3. Check the kiln movement and position.
4. Verify that all tyres are running flat on the
trunnions.
5. Check the drive gears are still meshing
properly.
Although, it should be noted that several
improved instrumentation and self-aligning
systems have come on the market.
Maintenance labour and materials cost
reduction is a major contributor to the
bottom line. Numerous other mechanical
advantages accrue from having various drive
modules supporting the rotating cylinder,
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including improved load distribution to reduce
axial distortion (bending of the cylinder);
the elimination of the need for cylinder
reinforcement wrapper plates; a higher load
capacity (additional refractory and product);
and redundant support that may allow repair
and replacement on the run.

Safety advantages

The advanced continuous control of this system
embraces safety. Mechanical and electrical
systems are closely monitored. The overall
system design, although incorporating more
moving parts, is more user friendly and less
cumbersome. Accidents and equipment damage
can also be minimised and prevented.

Technical hurdles (and opportunities)

The new system requires the development
and fine tuning of many mechanical, electrical,
hydraulic, and process control innovations,
outlined in the following paragraphs.
Mechanical
The system requires a precision rolled split rail
riding ring that can adhere to the cylindrical
shell while maintaining its ability to expand and
conform to thermal expansion. The split rails
must maintain congruity at the joints to provide
smooth continuous contact with the drive wheel.
The less ‘bump’ that occurs at these transitions,
the less mechanical friction and abrasion of
steel surfaces there will be. Metallurgists,
borrowing from advanced railroad and other
technologies, will assist with split rail design and
material selection.
Drive modules serve three major purposes:
support, suspension, and drive of the rotating
cylinder. They must also ‘float’ horizontally
with the expansion of the cylinder. One drive
module would serve as a stationary anchor.
A straight‑line fixed kiln diameter is standard,
but this new system can accommodate
small‑to‑large (and vice versa) diameter
transitions

inclined stationary plate, with provisions to allow
sliding according to the piston movement.
Figure 3 also illustrates a typical piston angle
for optimal pressure and weight distribution.
Each module might have its own hydraulic
pump/reservoir. Alternatively, the entire gallery
of modules can be served by one hydraulic
pump/reservoir. The pressure on each cylinder
will vary according to weight load and alignment
skew requirements. Each cylinder will have its
own control valves, allowing hydraulic fluid feed,
check, and bleed off.
Process/mechanical control
Figure 4 is a simplified control schematic.
The integration and harmonisation of all
these electrical, instrument, and hydraulic
components will be a challenge, but is well
within the capabilities of modern software
design and robotic finesse. Instrument
components include proximity sensors,
rotational speed, power factor, and hydraulic
pressure.
The control system also answers to the beck
and call of the overall process, which entails
feed rate, feed composition, temperature,
end product specifications, environmental
emissions, and energy efficiency.
Kiln control in the cement and various other
chemical processes is challenging because
of multiple inter-related variables, non-linear
responses, and variable process lags. With the
advent of improved and variable mechanical
controls, there are opportunities for improved
process control. Enhanced process control is
especially valuable in cement sintering, where

Electrical
The entire gallery of small electric motors must
be speed and power controlled for optimal work
distribution and energy efficiency. Diagnostics
from each power source will advise both
alignment and maintenance planning.
Hydraulics
The drive module axle has two support bearings.
The bearings are located near the ends of the
axle near the drive wheels, resting on the ends
of the hydraulic pistons (Figure 3).
To reduce pressure and weight bearing on
the hydraulic system, the pistons will rest on an
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Figure 4. Control schematic.

a series of chemical reactions take place as the
temperature rises.
Operators and process modellers in all
industries will have new tools to work with.
And, no doubt, rotary equipment will discover
newfound applications.

Civil, structural

Although most rotary equipment is substantially
elevated above ground level for ease of
product discharge in material handling (gravity
flow), this system with multiple support points
is located closer to ground level.
The workaround is to provide material
handling access below ground. These types
of subterranean layouts are common and
well‑established in industry. Figure 1 illustrates
the concept.

Economics

Following the development and proofing of
this system, the capital cost of equipment,
delivery, and installation is estimated to be
approximately two thirds of the cost of a
conventional rotary equipment installation.
Maintenance costs are estimated to be
half those of a conventional system. Payback
calculations should also consider improved
onstream time and improved process control.

Serial no. 1

The most likely scenario for the inaugural
system is the in-place, rapid replacement of
a worn-out conventional cast steel tyre and
trunnions. Several modules could be installed
alongside or straddling the defunct unit, which
could be removed after startup.
Most of the installation work could be done
before shutdown and with minimal downtime.

Development stage status

Design20FIRST is in the very early stages of
partnering with equipment manufacturers and
operators to develop and commercialise this
new system.
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